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This Book of Abstracts is the main publication of the 69th Annual Meeting of the
European Federation of Animal Science (EAAP). It contains abstracts of the
invited papers and contributed presentations of the sessions of EAAP's eleven
Commissions: Animal Genetics, Animal Nutrition, Animal Management and
Health, Animal Physiology, Cattle Production, Sheep and Goat Production, Pig
Production, Horse Production and Livestock Farming Systems, Insects and
Precision Livestock Farming.
Written by Jonathan Peirce, the original creator of PsychoPy, and Michael
MacAskill, this textbook provides a detailed guide on how to use PsychoPy, the
popular new software gaining traction in Psychology.
This second edition of a unique text/reference identifies the appearance
attributes of objects and the methods available for measuring them, bringing
together much material not previously organized for ready reference. The primary
premise here is that ``object appearance'' involves not only color, but such
attributes as gloss, luster, and translucency. The first part of the book, concerned
with nature of appearance, draws from the fields of physiology and psychology
and considers the eye-brain combination and the way it receives and interprets
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light signals. This is followed by a consideration of the optical properties of
objects from the physical standpoint. The second part of the book deals with the
numerical scales used to measure object appearance. The discussion here
draws on psychophysics in describing the uses of physical techniques to give
numbers having psychological significance. The third part of the book covers
instruments for the measurement of the attributes of object appearance, their
principles of design, and a survey of the major ones in use. The final chapter
discusses specific applications of appearance measurement. Includes
appendixes and a glossary.
Selected by the American Library Association's 'Choice' magazine as "best technical book", the
first edition of this book soon established itself as the standard reference work on all aspects of
photographic lenses and associated optical systems. This is unsurprising, as Sidney Ray
provides a complete, comprehensive reference source for anyone wanting information on
photographic lenses, from the student to the practitioner or specialist working with visual and
digital media worldwide. This third edition has been fully revised and expanded to include the
rapid progress in the last decade in optical technology and advances in relevant electronic and
digital forms of imaging. Every chapter has been revised and expanded using new figures and
photographs as appropriate, as well as extended bibliographies. New chapters include details
of filters, measurements from images and the optical systems of digital cameras. Details of
electronic and digital imaging have been integrated throughout. More information is given on
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topics such as aspherics, diffractive optics, ED glasses, image stabilization, optical technology,
video projection and new types of lenses. A selection of the contents includes chapters on:
optical theory, aberrations, auto focus, lens testing, depth of field, development of photographic
lenses, general properties of lenses, wide-angle lenses, telephoto lenses, video lenses,
viewfinder systems, camera movements, projection systems and 3-D systems.
The Performance of Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) Systems: Analysis, Measurement, and
Assessment offers a unique overview of the information on the state-of-the-art of analysis,
measurement, and assessment of the performance of concentrated solar power (CSP)
components and systems in a comprehensive, compact, and complete manner. Following an
introductory chapter to CSP systems and the fundamental principles of performance
assessment, individual chapters explore the component performance of mirrors and receivers.
Further expert-written chapters look at system performance assessment, durability testing, and
solar resource forecasting for CSP systems. A final chapter gives an outlook on the actual
methods and instruments for performance and durability assessment that are under
development. The Performance of Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) Systems: Analysis,
Measurement, and Assessment is an essential reference text for research and development
professionals and engineers working on concentrated solar power systems, as well as for
postgraduate students studying CSP. Presents a unique, single literature source for a
complete overview of the performance assessment tools and methods currently used for
concentrated solar power (CSP) technology Written by a team of experts in the field of CSP
Provides information on the state-of-the-art of modeling, measurement, and assessment of the
performance of CSP components and systems in a comprehensive, compact, and complete
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manner
The object of this contract was to identify problems with the visibility of changeable message
signs (CMSs), particularly for older drivers, and to develop design guidelines and operational
recommendations to ensure adequate conspicuity and legibility of in-service CMSs. This
project was divided into three main sections: a field survey of in-use CMSs, a series of
laboratory experiments and static field studies, and a partially controlled dynamic field study.
The research was designed to optimize CMS components, including the character variables
(font, width-to-height ratio, color, and contrast orientation) and the message variables (interletter, inter-word, and inter-line spacing).

Characteristics and Needs for Overhead Guide Sign Illumination from Vehicular
Headlamps
Beginning with 1960, includes an additional October issue called Directory (varies
slightly)
A team of Kansas State University researchers was given a contract to determine the
minimum luminance requirements for overhead guide signs and to determine if the
illuminance from vehicle headlamps on highways was sufficient to provide drivers with
this required minimum luminance. This report covers a literature review to determine
the minimum luminance value needed, an overview of the equipment developed for
field studies of vehicle headlamp illuminance, results of a small laboratory study to
determine minimum luminance of highway guide signs, and the results of field studies
to determine illuminance values from a sample of the fleet of vehicles on highways, and
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the results of a study of illuminance values obtained from the headlamps of 50 known
vehicles of varying ages and types.
Theory Instrumentation NIR analysis of sediment samples Uses of NIRS in palaeolimnology
Future perspectives Summary References Fly-ash particles. Neil Rose 319 12. Introduction A
brief history Methods of extraction and enumeration Temporal distribution Spatial distribution
Source apportionment The future Summary Acknowledgements References Part III: Stable
Isotope Techniques 13. Application of stable isotope techniques to inorganic and biogenic
carbonates. Emi Ito 351 Introduction Nomenclature and systematics of lake-water Mg/Ca and
Sr/Ca ratios of lake-water of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) Carbonates in lake-sediments
Mollusks Ostracodes Charaphytes Isotope analysis Preparation of carbonate samples for
isotope analysis Conclusions Summary Acknowledgments References 14. Carbon and oxygen
isotope analysis of lake sediment cellulose: methods and applications. Brent B. Wolfe, Thomas
W. D. Edwards, Richard J. Elgood & Kristina R. M. Beuning 373 xi Introduction Stable isotope
tracers in lake Historical development Methods Key criteria for paleohydrologic reconstruction
Applications Future research directions Summary Acknowledgements References Nitrogen
isotopes in palaeolimnology. Michael R. Talbot 15. 401 Introduction Nitrogen in lakes: forms
and distribution Nitrogen isotopes Nitrogen isotope studies in palaeolimnology: sampling and
measurement Some examples Closing remarks Summary Acknowledgments References
Glossary, acronyms and abbreviations 441 Index 493 xiii PREFACE The explosive growth of
paleolimnology over the past two decades has provided impetus for the publication of this
series of monographs detailing the numerous advances and new techniques being applied to
the interpretation of lake histories. This is the second volume in the series and deals mainly
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with physical and geochemical analytical techniques.
WINNER OF THE 2001 KRASZNA-KRAUSZ PHOTOGRAPHY BOOK AWARD (Technical
Photography category) The only definitive book to fully encompass the use of photography and
imaging as tools in science, technology and medicine. It describes in one single volume the
basic theory, techniques, materials, special equipment and applications for a wide variety of
uses of photography, including: close up photography and photomacrography to spectral
recording, surveillance systems, radiography and micro-imaging. This extensively illustrated
photography 'bible' contains all the information you need, whether you are a scientist wishing
to use photography for a specialist application, a professional needing to extend technical
expertise, or a student wanting to broaden your knowledge of the applications of photography.
The contents are arranged in three sections: · General Section, detailing the elements of the
image capture process · Major Applications, describing the major applications of imaging ·
Specialist Applications, presenting an eclectic selection of more specialised but increasingly
important applications Each subject is introduced with an outline of its development and
contemporary importance, followed by explanations of essential theory and an overview of
techniques and equipment. Mathematics is only used where necessary. Numerous
applications and case studies are described. Comprehensive bibliographies and references
are provided for further study.
This volume contains 59 papers presented at ICTIS 2015: International Conference on
Information and Communication Technology for Intelligent Systems. The conference was held
during 28th and 29th November, 2015, Ahmedabad, India and organized communally by
Venus International College of Technology, Association of Computer Machinery, Ahmedabad
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Chapter and Supported by Computer Society of India Division IV – Communication and
Division V – Education and Research. This volume contains papers mainly focused on ICT for
Computation, Algorithms and Data Analytics etc.
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